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ALL ABOARD FOR SWISS POST

Those members interested in Swiss Lake Steamers will have been pleased to see the latest Pro Patria
stamp set showing photographs of some of the stars of the fleet. The 'Piemonte' (shown on Lake
Maggiore), the 'Blümisalp' (on the Thuner See) and the 'Gallia' (on the Vierwaldstättersee) were built by
Escher-Wyss of Zürich in 1904, 1906 and 1913 respectively. 'La Suisse' shown on Lac Léman, was built
in 1910 by Sulzer Brothers of Winterthur. Two of the illustrations are used for the cover of the related
booklet. It compliments the cover of the Pro Patria booklet in 1999 which had illustrations of two more
restored lake steamers – the 'Uri' (1901) on the Vierwaldstättersee and the 'Montreux' (1904) on Lac
Léman. The 2011 stamps and 1999 booklet cover are shown above. (The Society is grateful to Swiss
Post for allowing it to reproduce illustrations of their products in the Newsletter.)
I assume that many HPS members receive a regular copy of Swiss Post's colourful publication on their
latest new issues – 'Focus on Stamps'. It is always full of interesting information. Issue 2/2011 included
the following news :
•

•

Each of the four different stamps that make up the latest miniature sheet commemorating
50 years of the Swiss National Anthem apparently has an 'invisible text' of the first verse of
the hymn (in one of the 4 official national languages) which can only be seen under UV
light. Incidentally, one of the reasons that a new anthem was welcomed was because both
the words and music were the creation of Swiss citizens. A song previously used on official
occasions 'Rufst Du Mein Vaterland' was sung to the same tune as the British national
anthem.
Changes in machines – Swiss Post have phased out all their stamp vending machines
'because their 1970s technology has become increasingly unreliable'. The last machines
ceased operation on the 11th May. To partly overcome the problem of where to buy a stamp
outside post-office opening hours, in French-speaking Switzerland the Naville chain of
kiosks are now selling some denominations of Swiss definitives.
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PERFORATED SITTING HELVETIA
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DAVID WHITWORTH

This was the main presentation given at the Society's Annual National Meeting in Harrogate in April 2011

Fig. 1
David introduced his display telling us that he had been collecting the perforated Sitting Helvetia issue for
over 30 years. He was fortunate to have inherited a useful nucleus collection of stamps from his father,
and has augmented this over time with other stamps and particularly with a range of over 250 covers
illustrating the various uses of the stamps.
The perforated Sitting Helvetia were designed and engraved by J. Riess and printed at the Federal Mint
in Bern. They were first introduced in 1862 and were seen as a distinct improvement to the maligned
imperforate ‘Strubel’ design. Replacing the silk thread of the ‘Strubel’ with an impressed control mark,
and later using granite paper, reduced the potential for counterfeiting. The collection included a number
of proof copies which still exhibit surprisingly brilliant colours. Fig. 1 is a page from the collection showing
a series of imperforate colour trials on white paper without control mark. (David also has (not shown) a
proof 1 Fr. on thick card without control mark.) Embossed typography was used in printing the stamps,
and the use of metallic inks on the higher values greatly enhances the appearance and interest of the
collection.
The stamps were issued over a period of 20 years, being replaced by the Cross and Numeral issue in
April 1882. They became invalid for postal use after 20th September 1883.
David explained that whilst different shades of colour for the values are listed, he has not bothered to
identify them as the identification process (despite the various aids) is still very subjective and personal
to the individual. We can all see the difference between stamps but we all see the individual stamps
differently.
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Fig. 2
Fig. 3
The stamps were never issued to individual post offices as complete sheets; hence the collection
included four examples of half-sheets of unused stamps on granite paper, and a similar number of large
blocks. One interesting item was an unused block of four stamps of the Fr1 golden metallic colour. David
explained that the process of metallic ink printing involved two stages. If the second stage of printing did
not coincide precisely with the first then a faint double image would be apparent.
An interesting sideline displayed was a selection of stamps showing the ‘inverted double embossing
variety’. David explained that he had found the best explanation for this error in an old Helvetia P.S.
Newsletter, in which the writer referred to an old volume of ‘Gibbons Monthly’ dated about 1907-1908 or
1909! One hundred clichés were used in the make up of the printing and the embossing plates; at some
point one steel embossing cliché was inserted upside down, this damaged the printing plate and when
the cliché was reinstalled correctly the original inverted impression could still be seen. Examples of the
5c. stamp on plain and granite paper with this error were shown, also the 2c. 25c. and 50c. stamps on
granite paper.
Another variety/flaw included the presence of fine lines running down the stamp, found in more than one
value, also haphazard blemishes in printing including those resulting from creases in the paper. Finally
examples of invalidated stamps were shown.
The bulk of David’s display was made up of covers illustrating the variety of uses of the Sitting Helvetia
and the different postal rates, together with an interesting variety of cancellations. This included boxed
straight line cancels of Ermensee and Erschwil; also other straight line cancels used either to cancel the
stamp, or used in conjunction with T.P.O. cancels with route indication, or ambulant cancels with train
numbers. There were also several thimble cancels and a range of ‘Elzevir’ cancels. More unusual uses
included engagement and death announcements, wedding invitations and book orders (at printed-matter
rate).
Local area rates were shown, including ‘double rate’ for large envelopes. An example was shown with
postage due applied when there was insufficient franking e.g. for postage outside the local area (Fig 2
above). The original definition of the ‘local area’ was based on the estimate that a postman could
reasonably walk 9.6 kms. in 2 hours.
David explained that mixed frankings with imperforate ‘Strubels’ or the later Cross and Numeral stamps
are much sought after owing to the short period of time that such frankings were possible (Fig 3). He also
showed a number of mixed frankings of different coloured or denominated Sitting Helvetias used to make
up the necessary rate. A good example was a ‘Nachnahme’ cover sent by Fahrpost, franked with single
15c, 25c, and 40c stamps (Fig. 4 – see next page).
Amongst the substantial number of Nachnahme and Registered mail covers, David explained that one
particular cover was difficult to interpret. A registered cover was posted in Menzberg with no stamps; help
was sought from Michael Rutherfoord who explained that the cover had been marked ‘Chargé porto
Nachnahme’. A 10c and a 15c stamp were applied in the next Post Office in Menznau paying the local
letter rate from Menznau to Ruswyl 5c, the Registration fee 10c, and the Nachnahme collection fee of
10c; the recipient in Ruswyl paid 25c to the postman! (Fig. 5)
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Fig. 5

Other interesting examples included ; a court summons to two people at the same address, for which a
double fee was charged.
A registered official cover, no stamps needed for postage, but a 10c stamp was added for registration.
Prior to the introduction of the standard UPU rate of 25c in 1875, high rates abroad meant that many
covers to foreign countries displayed an array of definitives to make up the postage. David explained that
the postage rate to England varied a lot prior to this date, from 60c down to 50c and then 30c depending
on the route used. Covers to the USA were shown with rates of Fr1.10, 80c, and 50c prior to 1875.
Covers to other foreign destinations included Brussels, Amsterdam, Moravia, and post -1875 to India,
Brazil and Yokohama Japan.
Notable amongst covers posted to foreign destinations, there was a cover posted to Italy franked with a
3c stamp paying the printed matter rate (Fig. 6 below).
A cover from Geneva to Sallanches in Savoy, the local frontier rate for foreign letters was not applicable
as the distance for this rate was exceeded. The cover was stamped 'AFFRINSUF.' the boxed PD struck
out and a French hand stamp numeral 4 applied for postage due (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6

Fig. 7
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Fig. 10

A cover addressed to Taunton franked with a 60c. stamp (Fig. 8), a cover addressed to India franked with
a 20c. stamp and three 60c. stamps. (Fig 9) and finally a cover addressed to Sacramento in California,
franked with a single Fr1 stamp. (Fig 10)
Our Chairman, David Hope, thanked David for a fantastic display which illustrated the vast variety of
material and pleasure that can be derived from collecting a specific stamp issue. He was particularly
impressed with the number of covers David had assembled to illustrate with such clarity the correct
postal rates for a range of different usages.
LUGANO 2011 – NATIONAL PHILATELIC EXHIBITION RANGO ll

FRED PICKARD

What a splendid show this was and I was delighted to have been able to enjoy the opportunity of
attending while on holiday. LUGANO 2011 was organised by the Club Filatelico di Lugano and supported
by the National body of the VSPhV. The venue, Padiglione Conza, was an excellent choice with plenty of
space for all the needs of the show. For collectors the real charm was the evidence in the frames of
study in depth by true collectors as opposed to those with bulging wallets.
How nice to see frames holding 12 sheets rather than the usual 16 in this country. It is so much easier to
view rather than crouch to look at the bottom row. There was wide use of pale coloured album pages,
grey or cream. Another practice appearing is the mounting of stamps on thin card which then allow any
remounting without touching the original hinge mount. This also allows pencil notes to be made on the
mount. Covers were treated in the same way.
For the first time I noted a wider use of used stamps in the period 1907 – 1960. This calls for good
quality cancels but is not too difficult a task. As one would expect for Ticino, there were many stamps
with the 'ovals' and the quality was superb. All the cancels were upright and complete and no weak
impressions ! Question – are there many left in dealers' hands ?
There were 28 dealers' stands including ones from the Swiss Post and Germany. They had the
cancelling machine in use and were most helpful in the way you specified your need. This time I found
three dealers with fiscal material and managed to find new items. A meeting took place at lunchtime of
the newly formed Fiskalmarken Studie Group and we all managed to swap material. Work has begun on
revising the last D. Gainon Revenue catalogue issued in August 1999. It's early days yet but new stamps
are being found and in time we hope to be up to date.
The next Swiss National is NABA STANS 2012 on October 4th to 7th, just outside of Luzern. So start
saving the pennies for a trip of your lifetime. As was mentioned in the minutes of the Soiety's last AGM,
consideration is being given to organising a Society visit to this event – more information will appear in
the Newsletter later in the year.
ON THE SHORES OF LAC LÉMAN
Last April I spent a delightful few days with my family on the French shore of Lac Léman in day
temperatures rarely falling below 24ºC looking across at the gloriously sun-drenched vineyards between
Nyon and Morges I thought I should pass on a tip to readers. Only a short drive from Geneva, the
charming French shoreline villages of Excenevex, Messery, Chens sur Léman and above all the lake
steamer halt of Yvoire, are set in very attractive countryside. Nothing like the congested Genevacommuter sprawl you encounter along the main road towards Thonon les Bains. And the French hotel
prices are very reasonable too ! (Editor)
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MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD
The Society has received a letter from Michael Rutherfoord's widow, Monika, which refers, in part, to the
obituaries in last month's Newsletter. It reads :
Dear HPS Members,
The foundation ‘World without Mines’ has communicated with me that the Helvetia Philatelic Society
have donated SFR 200 in memory of my husband Michael Rutherfoord. I would like to thank you very
much for this generous donation.
Likewise I want to thank so much your members Tony Hoyle, Peter Hobbs and Richard Donithorn and, in
particular his oldest philatelic friend Douglas Muir. It was a joy – though a nostalgic one – to read their
appreciation. They found such very apt words and expressed such genuine and deep regret at his
having left us all. Thank you so much.
Swiss philatelic friends are very helpful sorting out Michael’s tons of material of all kinds and being busy
helps to live day by day. I wish all members of the Helvetia Philatelic Society continued pleasure and
stimulation in dealing with Swiss stamps.
WHAT IS THE FUTURE FOR COMMEMORATIVE STAMPS ?

EDWARD QUINTON

In response to the Editor's and Michael Rutherfoord's articles on 'What is the Future for Commemorative
Stamps' (HPSN February P. 13 and May 2011 P. 35 respectively). I think that we all know most countries
churn out endless new issues, in the hope that people collect them mint and never use them, giving
them more profit. Are young people interested in the ones aimed at them ? e.g. our Harry Potter issue.
Maybe, but that is probably the only ones they will ever buy.
I used to send each new issue to a pen-friend in Switzerland. By the mid-1990s he stopped collecting,
fed up with our 'endless rubbish'. I wonder what he thinks now? I agree that it is almost impossible to
obtain postally used now (the only way I collect). Definitives used to come in a series of low values with
a break before a series of high values with another break before a new low value series. Now even they
seem to be an endless stream. One series barely finished before another one starts.
THE FOURTH LANGUAGE
Romansch was approved by a plebiscite as the fourth official national language in February 1938, but
have you seen examples of its use in Swiss postal services ? It appears on some cancellations of POs
in Canton Graubunden e.g. the word 'Grischun' (for 'Grisons') and the word 'Staziun' (for 'Station'). Other
words have included : '2000 onns Reto-Romania' on the 2000th Anniversary of the Romansch Culture
stamp in 1985 (Z712) ; 'Dumbrazian' on the Census commemorative stamps in 1990 (Z805) and 2000
(Z1005) ; 'Onns' (for 'years') on one of the 700th Anniversary stamps in 1991 (Z808) ; 'La Posta – Per ans
avischinar' (for 'The Post keeps us in touch') on Swiss Post's message stamp in 1997 (Z932) ; 'Ina brev
po midar tut' (for 'Big things begin with a letter') on one of the definitive stamps issued as a booklet in
2005 (Z1150) - 'Eternal Love' design ; and quite a dictionary of words ('libertad da pressa ; separaziun
da las pussanzas ; egualitad da dretg, libertad da reuniun ; libertad da domicil ; libertad da commerzi ;
libertad d'expression') on one of the 150th Anniversary of the Swiss Confederation stamps in 1998 (Z934)
– a translation of the 'freedoms', etc. would be welcomed ! Can anyone come up with more examples
they have found ? (Editor)
GREATER RECOGNITION FOR REVENUE STAMPS

FRED PICKARD

At last, there are signs in Switzerland of an emergence of interest in their fiscal stamps. An article on the
subject by Ernst Schätti was published in the October 2010 edition of the SBZ ('Fiskalmarken und
-ganzsachen in der Schweiz'). In the same publication in March 2011, it was announced that a new
group (the Fiskalmarken Studie Group) who specialise in collecting such material had been formed.
When I was in Lugano in early May 2011 I was able to meet a number of these collectors. The group is
in the very early stages of revising the D. Gainon Revenue Catalogue which last appeared in August
1999. At present they are pulling together all the new findings of unlisted stamps. The contact address
for the group was stated in the SBZ as Herr Max Zürcher, Föhrenweg 2, 8133 Esslingen, Schweiz. Email
: jmzuercher@gmail.com
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KIT JARMAN

As you will see in the Minutes of the Society's AGM (HPSN June Page 49 AOB item (b)) it has been
decided to designate one of the displays made at the Annual National Meeting to perpetuate Heinz
Katcher’s memory for the immediate future. The first such display, “A Flight of Fancy”, was given by our
long-serving member Kit Jarman who entertained those assembled in Harrogate last April. As might be
expected by those who know Kit, the emphasis certainly was on entertainment.
He cleverly showed how it was possible to use the designs/subjects on a variety of Swiss stamps (the
vast majority of which are extremely common) to illustrate, sometimes loosely, a fictitious air flight from
Geneva Airport to Dublin. Although he normally confines his collecting to pre-2000 used stamps (despite
warnings to him from Heinz Katcher that 1950 would have been better – how right he was! said Kit), for
this project he extended his search to any stamp that best illustrated his 'story' and was pleasantly
surprised by the range of recent subjects available. Once disqualified (!) by Portsmouth and District
Philatelic Society in the 1960s for using pre-printed sheets, Kit was delighted to see that now everyone
accepts, and in some cases prefers, computer-generated display sheets. He therefore used his own
handwritten sheets throughout his very neat and colourful display.
His journey started near Montreux to give him the opportunity to show the most frequent design of all
Swiss stamps, Castle Chillon. Following the Geneva Airport and I.A.T.A. commemorative stamps he
showed the full range of issues depicting various aircraft types, including a brief history of Swiss Air.
Then up into the air and examples of the choice of activities available to passengers on board a modern
aircraft including reading, watching films, listening to music, letter writing and eating. The last named
pastime seemed to dominate Kit's thoughts with two sheets of stamps depicting a variety of cooking
utensils, food items and Swiss wine analogies. Although he had no illustrations of air-crew (perhaps he
should have sought out some of the Courvoisier trial prints ?) he did pay tribute to the many workers
involved 'behind the scenes' including a butcher, baker, vintner, chef and no less than three cheese
makers. And his depiction of 'arrival in Dublin' after imbibing several glasses of wine (including
elderberry) and a gin and lime - a 'hang-over' represented by Kit's suggestion of an image of 'Mother
Aching Head' on Ireland SG 174 !
His 'story' was interspersed throughout with typical Jarmanesque jokes and asides for the amusement of
Members. Among the interesting facts your reporter noted were : There are only two national flags that
are square in shape – those of Switzerland and Vatican City ; the international registration mark for
Swiss aircraft (shown on the tail-fin) has changed over the years from the letters CH to the national flag ;
the Zodiac sign for Cancer is a crab but the creature shown on Zum/Ac 686 looks remarkably like a
lobster. Kit asked if this a major design error not noticed until now ? And did you know that
G.K.Chesterton wrote : 'The only reason that angels can fly is that they take themselves lightly.' ? All in
all a hard act for the presenter of next year's Heinz Katcher Memorial Display to follow ! (Editor)
For those of you who would like to experience Kit's display and/or enjoy browsing through catalogues
and linking up stamp designs to particular themes here is a schedule of the 122 stamps that Kit used as
illustrations ((Zumstein/ AC numbers) - in numerical order) :
Postage ; 196 ; 203y, 203Ay, 203AyRC, 203z, 203Az, 242y, 242yRC, 242z, 257, 257RC, 286, 286RC,
313, 314, 321, 326, 327, 354, 398 ; 455, 466 ; 515, 573, 582, 584, 585, 587 ; 605, 625, 630, 645,
653, 672, 684, 686 ; 715, 716, 717, 746, 750, 752, 762, 783, 786, 789, 795 ; 817, 821, 853b, 854,
859, 860, 861, 862, 865, 866, 867, 869, 882, 883, 884, 890 ; 905, 918, 959, 960, 974 ; 1001.
K - 29, 33, 33Ay, 33z, 33Az, 36, 37, 39
;
Z - 19, 22.
S - 44, 48y, 48z, 51Ay, 51Az, 54, 55, 58
;
Air - 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 47, 49.
PJ - 218, 220, 224, 239, 244, 245, 246, 247, 258, 259, 281, 286, 290, 318, 332, 337, 342.
PP - 30, 91, 98, 105, 160, 181, 214, 237, 245, 250
;
Ireland Postage SG174.
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BRITISH CONTRIBUTIONS TO SWISS PHILATELY IN THE USA
The Helvetia Philatelic Society's Newsletter is identified as a valuable source of information in the
AHPS's new book 'Philately of Switzerland : An Introductory Handbook'. Specific references are made in
the book to several significant articles by former members of our Society that have appeared in the
Newsletter over the years, including L.M.C. Dutton's 'Mail Carried from Switzerland to the UK during
World War II' published in parts between 1974 and 1977, Mrs Edythe Rawnsley's 'Pro Juventute Arms
Stamps' (heraldry) in five parts in 1978 and 1981, Laurence Moore's 'The Cross and Figure Issues 18821906' (based on an earlier work by Herr M. Schio) in four parts in 1983 ; G. W. Hubbard's 'Switzerland's
Postage Dues' in four parts in 1984/85, and Denis Wilson's 'Mail in Transit from Switzerland to France in
the 17th, 18th and 19th Centuries' in five parts in 1985. The late Cedric Dry's contributions to the chapter
on 'Forgeries' in the AHPS book are also acknowledged.
The 'Schedule of Resources' and Bibliography in the AHPS's book and the multi-lingual philatelic
dictionary on the companion CD-ROM are particularly useful for novice collectors or anyone who doesn't
think they know it all ! Other British contributions referred to in the Schedule of Resources include Heinz
Katcher's series of Amateur Collector Swiss Catalogues ; Derrick Slate's 'Swiss Trial Prints' unpublished
research/catalogue written in 2009 ; 'The Work of Jean de Sperati' by the British Philatelic Association in
1955 and 'The Work of Jean de Sperati II' by Robson Lowe and Carl Walske published by the Royal
Philatelic Society London in 2011. A copy of the AHPS's book is available to borrow from our Librarian.
N.B. The first sentence in the article on the AHPS's book in the last issue of the Newsletter P. 50 should
have read : 'Last month it was reported that all the original print run of 300 copies of the AHPS's new
book have been allocated.' In fact their last report suggested that they may still have a few copies left.
RECOGNITION FOR TWO AUTHORS
The Editor of AHPS's 'Tell', Richard T. Hall, has written an interesting, profusely illustrated, 4-part article
on the Swiss National Exhibition in Zürich, 'Landi '39 – Unifying the Swiss with War Looming', which has
been published in 'Tell'. It has also appeared as the cover story in the April edition of the national
philatelic journal 'American Philatelist' – more publicity for Swiss collecting !
Our Librarian, Derrick Slate's article on the Supply of Bread to British POWs in the First World War was
published in the May 2011 edition of the AHPS's journal 'Tell'. Congratulations Derrick !
A WELSH SUCCESS
Our Member, Ken Reeves, clocked up another success in May this year when he received a prestigious
trophy for his exhibit 'Mail Carried by Walter Mittelholzer 1924 – 1934' at the Federation of South Wales
Philatelic Societies' annual competition. Despite rejecting one of Ken's pictures of Mittelholzer as too
large and 'non-postal', the judges awarded the exhibit 82 points out of 100 stating that it was 'a nice
exhibit of scarce material, well presented with a selection of covers in good condition'. Some of the
material appeared in the October and November 2010 editions of our Newsletter.
THREE NEW MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY
Our latest recruits (through the Website) are Messers John Day, Peter Smith and Garthwaite Watts.
Welcome gentlemen - I hope you find the Society's services helpful to your collecting.
FORTHCOMING PHILATELIC EXHIBITIONS
2nd July - MIDPEX 2011 takes place at the Warwickshire Exhibition Centre, Fosse Way, Leamington Spa.
14th - 17th September 2011 – Autumn Stampex at the Business Design Centre, 52, Upper Street,
Islington. 3rd - 5th November 2011 - Philatex at the Royal Horticultural Halls, Greycoat Street, London.
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